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Sunday, March 8, 2020
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A very good morning to you all,
I am gradually getting back into a proper work ethic again, I haven’t
worked every single day this week but most. I have also made a few cards
& played with my beads a bit too, so it made for a good balance.
The weather has been dry & sunny all week too, so I finally got out back &
tidied up the garden ready for spring. The daffodils, which appeared from
nowhere a couple of years ago, have blossomed so that is definitely just
around the corner now.
Image 1: We are half way through the Embossed Silk paper collection now,
so another couple of weeks still to run with that.
Image 2: The first of the two rose card kits for the coming week is this hint of
pink bloom.
Image 3: With Mother’s Day just around the corner now I returned to the
vintage fashion resource images. I created three decoupage sheets
where I enhanced the colours in the images, with Mother’s Day in mind,
but you can obviously use them as you see fit.
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Images 4 & 5: Another couple of sheets for your Country Cottage Garden
now, a duo decoupage & a paper, I have a bunch of envelopes &
papers to publish direct to page this morning from the same folder, &
then we are done.
There is one more big folder on file ready to begin uploading soon & will
warn you in advance when I am about to begin uploading those, so you
cn have a folder ready.
Image 6: The second of the rose card kits for the coming week & this is a
really pretty image & would work beautifully for Mother’s Day, but also for
any feminine celebrations throughout the year.
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Image 7: This is from the Kate Greenaway resource images & is a pretty
little picture of a mum & her little one. As I am aware of how much you
like the oval decoupage format I do try to create a bunch from time to
time & this is one of those. This one is perfect for the upcoming Mothering
Sunday design.
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Image 8: A springtime daffodil oval decoupage; I used these daffodils in
another design recently but it is the prettiest image of them that I have!
So useful for Easter, Mother’s Day, or indeed any other springtime
occasion you may have coming up.
Image 9: Another design from the vintage fashion resource images now
with this duo sheet of framed toppers with a half sheet of matching
backing paper. I created four of these sheets so I will try to remember to
get them all online in the coming weeks!
Image 10: The bonus sheet for this morning is this Easter duo decoupage
toppers design, featuring a chick.

Rita x

